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Abstract:
The memory system is a fundamental performance and energy bottleneck in almost all
computing systems. Recent system design, application, and technology trends that require
more capacity, bandwidth,efficiency, and predictability out of the memory system make it an
even more important system bottleneck. At the same time, DRAM and flash technologies are
experiencing difficult technology scaling challenges that make the maintenance and
enhancement of their capacity, energy efficiency, and reliability significantly more costly with
conventional techniques. In fact, recent reliability issues with DRAM, such as the RowHammer
problem, are already threatening system security and predictability.
In this talk, we first discuss major challenges facing modern memory systems in the presence
of greatly increasing demand for data and its fast analysis. We then examine some promising
research and design directions to overcome these challenges and thus enable scalable
memory systems for the future. We discuss three key solution directions: 1) enabling new
memory architectures, functions, interfaces, and better integration of memory and the rest of
the system, 2) designing a memory system that intelligently employs emerging non-volatile
memory (NVM) technologies and coordinates memory and storage management, 3) reducing
memory interference and providing predictable performance to applications sharing the
memory system. If time permits, we will also touch upon our ongoing related work in combating
scaling challenges of NAND flash memory.
An accompanying paper, slightly outdated (circa 2015), can be found here:
http://people.inf.ethz.ch/omutlu/pub/memory-systems-research_superfri14.pdf
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